Kill Your Phone

With this signal blocking phone pouch you
can disappear off the grid instantly! Put inside the
pouch, your mobile phone can not be tracked,
and it can not send or receive signals. The pouch
made of metallic fabric shields your phone from
all signals, working like a faradayan cage. It still
can play music tough (as long as you use plug-in
headphones).
Protect your privacy!
Discuss surveillance and learn how to sew!

What is a faradayan
cage?
A faradayan cage is a shell
made of conductive material
(usually metal) that encloses a space.
It shields the interior from
electromagnetic radiation of
the outside. The shell can be
a grid or a mesh.
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Instructions

pouch size
10 x 25 cm
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Cut piece of fabric to the size of 12 x 50 cm.

Fold in half.
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Do the same with the other side.

Double fold over the long side (5mm each)
and pin.
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Invent your own closure!
Make sure the fabric is well closed on all sides
(double folds), and it has as few openings as
possible (holes, thick seams, lots of stitches at
the same place, etc.).

Sew both sides.
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For the clousure: fold double the open end and fasten with your preferred method (or invent something new!)
Order shielding fleece in Switzerland here:
https://www.yshield.com/yshield-abschirmprodukte/rollenware/gewebe/yshield-abschirmgewebe-hng80-80-dbbreite-90-cm-1-meter_415_1388/
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Based on a workshop by artist
Aram Bartholl
http://killyourphone.net

